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Bradley Michael and his team
at Sydney premium steakhouse,
6HEAD, are continually gaining
accolades and return customers.
Not bad for a restaurant less than
a year old. By Frank Leggett
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HEAD
FIRST
There are a few
things that make
a good restaurant
says Bradley
Michael and hiring
the right people is
one of them.
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Bradley Michael, CEO of the
Seagrass Boutique Hospitality Group,
talks about the company’s latest
award-winning establishment, 6HEAD.
This premium steakhouse sits in a
heritage building on the waterfront
of The Rocks in Sydney, enjoying
sweeping views from the Opera
House to the Bridge.
How did you find the dramatic
site for 6HEAD?
It was offered to me by the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority of the
NSW Government.They had restored
the heritage-listed Campbell’s Stores
and they approached me to position
an upmarket steakhouse in one of the
spaces.The plan was to have a range of
dining options and we were their steak
option. We were first off the ranks so I
had my choice of positions.

inside the existing building.The whole
restaurant is one hundred millimetres
off the sandstone walls. We have two
stations downstairs and two spaces
upstairs. Trying to get all the spaces to
work together without touching or
damaging any of the heritage materials
was very difficult. Then there was
the problem of placing a kitchen in
the space. The whole process was
challenging and time-consuming but
very effective.

Who was your designer?
We had an exceptional designer from
South Africa, Callie van der Merwe. He’s
very experienced on new builds that
work with heritage aspects. We wanted
the look to be kept very simple and true
to the existing space. When you enter the
restaurant everything feels like it’s been
there for many years. It certainly doesn’t
look like we retrofitted a new restaurant
Any problems in regard to the
into the space. Everything belongs.
heritage status of the
The furniture was the main
building?
expense because we wanted
Dealing with heritage issues
leather chairs and solid tables.
was very difficult. It took nine
The brief to Callie was to
Want to learn more
months to build the restaurant from your most
create a steakhouse feel
and was an expensive
and give honour to the First
successful peers?
CLICK
HERE
to
operation.To protect the
Fleet. He did an exceptional
discover the benefits
sandstone walls, we had to
job and there isn’t a better
of R&CA membership.
effectively create a building
position in Sydney.The
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Click here to watch Bradley Michael talk about the last year at the Seagrass Hospitality Group.

sweeping views from the Opera House
to the Harbour Bridge add a presence
and energy to the space.
What is the reason for the
restaurant being called 6HEAD?
When my marketing team did some
research on the site, they discovered the
building was originally used for settlers
to keep their livestock. When the First
Fleet arrived in 1788, they housed all the
cattle in the space we’re occupying.The
six head of cattle, two bulls and four cows,
escaped and ended up in the Nepean
Valley.They started breeding; that’s how
the English realised Australia was a fertile
breeding ground for cattle. We named
the restaurant 6HEAD to honour the six

cattle that were responsible for starting
cattle farming in Australia.
Where do you source your
meat?
Meat is categorised by different
marble scores, which is an indication of
tenderness and flavour. We purchase
the best of the grass-fed, the best of the
grain-fed and the best of the Wagyu, and
place that on the menu in 6HEAD.
We only use one supplier who works
closely with the farmers.The cattle are
all black Angus and red Angus, and our
Wagyu is Mayufra Wagyu. Our supplier
receives the meat after slaughter, sorts
the marble score, ages the meat and then
supplies it to us.
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6HEAD won Best New Restaurant
To what do you attribute the
at the 2019 National Savour
success of 6HEAD?
Australia Restaurant & Catering
There are a few things that make a good
Hostplus Awards for Excellence.
restaurant. Hiring the right people is key.
Are awards important?
Then you must give them a clear focus
Yes, they are, particularly because it
and build passion and drive so they take
gives the staff a sense of achievement.
ownership of what they do. Consistently
To be named the best new restaurant
purchasing the best produce is essential.
in Australia was a big accolade for me
Finally, the team needs to be incentivised
and all our team. It was wonderful to
towards a common goal. Once all that
win that award and it may
clicks, you have a good
encourage people to come
restaurant.
and try the restaurant but
It doesn’t matter
it’s up to us to ensure the
how nice a restaurant
Want to learn more
quality is consistent and the
looks; without the right
from your most
successful peers?
service is exceptional. At
produce and the right
CLICK
HERE
to
the end of the day, it’s all
people working towards
discover the benefits
about the customers and
a common goal, it won't
of R&CA membership.
their satisfaction.
work. It can’t work.
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DRIVE PROFITABLE
GROWTH FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
WITH MENULOG
Menulog connects more than 16,700 restaurants with over 2.6 million active customers as
Australia’s widest-reaching online food delivery platform. With the launch of the Menulog
Delivery Service in April 2019, our truly national scale sees us cover 87 percent of
the population, offering a greater variety of cuisines to more customers.
WHY MENULOG?
We provide all technology, including free websites, ordering
devices, POS integration and round-the-clock support
We invest millions in marketing for local businesses
across the country
Menulog supports food businesses of
all shapes and sizes with delivery,
‘click-and-collect’ and catering
We share useful data and insights with
all restaurant partners to help them grow
MENULOG AND
NATIONAL BRANDS
If you own more than 30 stores
and would like to build delivery
as an additional business stream
to drive incremental orders,
Menulog can create bespoke
commercial partnerships.
Get in touch via
keyaccounts@menulog.com
or contact
salesteam@menulog.com
Find out more

